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Introduction:
The waveform capture (WFC) [1] is one of the subsystems of the Lunar Radar Sounder (LRS) [2] on board
the KAGUYA spacecraft. By taking advantage of a moon orbiter, the WFC measures plasma waves and radio
emis-sions around the moon. The WFC measures two components of electric wave signals detected by the two
orthogonal 30 m tip-to-tip antennas from 100Hz to 1MHz. The WFC consists of the WFC-L which meas-ures
electric waveform from 100Hz to 100kHz, and the WFC-H which is a fast sweep frequency analyz-er covering
from 1kHz up to 1MHz. The WFC-L has two operation modes: DIFF and MONO. In DIFF mode, signals from
two pairs of 30m tip-to-tip dipole antennas are obtained. MONO mode is namely an interferometry mode and we
separately measure the signals from a pair of monopole antennas. This mode is dedicated to measure the phase
velocities and wave numbers of plasma waves. Bipolar-pulses with their time scales of a few ms upto several tens
ms were often observed by the WFC-L. Some of them are classified into elec-trostatic solitary waves (ESW) [3],
while another type of bipolar pulses which are supposed to be caused by lunar dust impacts are also observed. In
the present paper, we introduce the latter type of bipolar-pulses.

Observation:
In general, ESWs are caused by electron-holes in the nonlinear evolution of electron beam instability. Therefore
waveform of ESW is basically symmetric and its propagation direction is parallel to the am-bient magnetic field.
On the other hand, another type of bipolar pulses are characterized by their asymmetric waveforms, that is, the
latter half of pulse is longer than the first half. It is also noted that detection probability of such asymmetric bipolar
pulses in MONO mode is much higher than that in DIFF mode. This is because bipolar pulses detected by a pair of
monopole antennas in MONO mode are almost identical (pulses are simultaneously detected with both monopole
anten-nas and the polarities of these pulses are also same) and thus most of bipolar-pulses which can be detected
in MONO mode are cancelled in DIFF mode. This fact suggests that these bipolar pulses are not a kind of natural
wave but these are caused by instantaneous potential changes of the KAGUYA spacecraft.

Discussion:
Similar type of bipolar-pulses has been observed by the monopole antenna measurements using Radio and Plasma
Wave Science (RPWS) instruments on-board Cassini around Saturn [4]. They demonstrated that these bipolar
pulses are caused by impacts of dusts floating around the Saturn. It is well-known that lunar dusts are widely
dis-tributed in higher altitude range around the moon and it is plausible that these bipolar pulses are caused by
the lunar dust impacts. In the presentation, we show the detailed charac-teristics of bipolar pulses detected by the
WFC-L onboard KAGUYA.
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